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The selection of the proper materials for a structural
component is a critical activity that is governed by many,
often conflicting factors. Incorporating materials expert
systems into CAD/CAM operations could assist designers by
suggesting potential manufacturing processes for particular
products to facilitate concurrent engineering, recommending
various materials for a specific part based on a given set of
characteristics, or proposing possible modifications of a
design if suitable materials for a particular part do not exist.
This book reviews the structural design process, determines
the elements, and capabilities required for a materials
selection expert system to assist design engineers, and
recommends the areas of expert system and materials
modeling research and development required to devise a
materials-specific design system.
This is the second part of a four part series that covers
discussion of computer design tools throughout the design
process. Through this book, the reader will... ...understand
basic design principles and all digital design paradigms.
...understand CAD/CAE/CAM tools available for various
design related tasks. ...understand how to put an integrated
system together to conduct All Digital Design (ADD).
...understand industrial practices in employing ADD and tools
for product development. Provides a comprehensive and
thorough coverage of essential elements for product
manufacturing and cost estimating using the computer aided
engineering paradigm Covers CAD/CAE in virtual
manufacturing, tool path generation, rapid prototyping, and
cost estimating; each chapter includes both analytical
methods and computer-aided design methods, reflecting the
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use of modern computational tools in engineering design and
practice A case study and tutorial example at the end of each
chapter provides hands-on practice in implementing off-theshelf computer design tools Provides two projects at the end
of the book showing the use of Pro/ENGINEER® and
SolidWorks® to implement concepts discussed in the book
Computer-aided design (CAD) plays a key role in improving
biomedical systems for various applications. It also helps in
the detection, identification, predication, analysis, and
classification of diseases, in the management of chronic
conditions, and in the delivery of health services. This book
discusses the uses of CAD to solve real-world problems and
challenges in biomedical systems with the help of appropriate
case studies and research simulation results. Aiming to
overcome the gap between CAD and biomedical science, it
describes behaviors, concepts, fundamentals, principles,
case studies, and future directions for research, including the
automatic identification of related disorders using CAD.
Features: Proposes CAD for the study of biomedical signals
to understand physiology and to improve healthcare
systems’ ability to diagnose and identify health disorders.
Presents concepts of CAD for biomedical modalities in
different disorders. Discusses design and simulation
examples, issues, and challenges. Illustrates bio-potential
signals and their appropriate use in studying different
disorders. Includes case studies, practical examples, and
research directions. Computer-Aided Design and Diagnosis
Methods for Biometrical Applications is aimed at researchers,
graduate students in biomedical engineering, image
processing, biomedical technology, medical imaging, and
health informatics.
For managers or aspiring managers of existing or proposed
CAD/CAM facilities in manufacturing. Discusses system
operations, including drafting, design, and analysis
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capabilities; usage and impact within a computer-integrated
manufacturing environment; and managing systems, with an
emphasis on selecting an appropriate system. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The emphasis throughout this treatment of computer-aided
design is on fundamental principles.; Consequently, the book
focuses on the ways in which various tasks and procedures in
design can be formalized, on the ways in which geometrical
and other properties of designed objects may be represented,
and on the significance of computer aids for the theory and
practice of design. The four-part treatment divides into
conceptual and mathematical foundations, geometric
modelling, analysis and synthesis, and advanced concepts.
Principles of Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturingis the
product of many years of experience teaching courses in
computer-aided design (CAD). My first book, published in
1991, was a challenge—the technology was evolving and both
the hardware and software were changing rapidly. Since then
we have come a long way in the CAD/CAM area, and the
prospects are even better for future intelligent systems that
will enable engineers to design engineering products more
efficiently. From design to development, we are attaining
some great achievements that will engineer products that are
more competitive and ready to meet the market needs. In
essence, CAD will provide the engineer more time for the
creative aspects in terms of concept formulation and
interpretation of the results derived from the analysis. The
tools of CAD/CAM are now more standardized and most of
our students today come equipped with the basic engineering
graphics knowledge needed to learn advanced engineering
tools. Having gone through the experience of teaching this
course and at the same time trying to adapt to the changing
needs in the laboratory, I have written this book under the
premise of providing the students the fundamentals needed
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to advance their understanding of design, analysis, and
product development in manufacturing. The latter is achieved
through selection of appropriate topics and analytical
methods in all aspects of design that are pertinent to CAD
with the hope that students will embrace them with conviction.
These topics are written in a clear and concise form, and are
followed by examples to guide the students and engineers
through a wonderful learning experience. The thrust behind
learning and teaching CAD is the ability to reach a level of
confidence that will enable oneself to interact with ease with
the existing CAD systems to solve engineering problems. My
philosophy is to teach through examples; hence, every topic
covered is followed by examples to demonstrate the
concepts. The basic engineering concepts learned in this
book are independent of any specific software. We are at a
stage now in which CAD/CAM does not necessary have to be
self-contained. Rather, students should be able to use other
tools to link or provide additional information as necessary to
the CAD system. Where some topics could be supplemented,
I have taken the liberty in this textbook of allowing the
students to perform their exercises using MATLAB for the
sake of understanding that CAD is a multidiscipline in nature
and some parts of the design or analysis can be programmed
in other languages. This is becoming a common practice as
vendors are making it simpler and easier to transport files
from different systems, and in some cases even be able to
integrate different analysis tools to provide the students and
engineers the ability to interact with their software to meet
their engineering needs. This is certainly true in the
variational design and parametric designs areas in which
engineering equations are the engine behind the geometrical
formulation and design of certain products. This textbook is
written to satisfy the CAD requirements courses even though
finite element coverage expands beyond the introduction of
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truss analysis. It is difficult to cover all topics in one semester.
Topics should be selected to meet the course needs and the
laboratory requirements that go with it. For example, at the
University of Illinois at Chicago, we have a required laboratory
part of the course where students are given different projects
on weekly basis to become proficient in the use of CAD
software such as ProE or IDEAS. The last lab projects are
more involved and usually require some forms of analysis and
animation. My intention is to provide additional topics in finite
elements that will allow the instructor to focus not only on
simple trusses but also be able to teach heat conduction,
basic principles in FEM, and even vibration to broaden the
scope of analysis. The idea is one that allows our senior
students to be exposed to FEM by combining most of what
they have learned and show how it can be done with the help
of this powerful technique of FEM. This has been very
successful with our undergraduate students and first-year
graduate students because they are able to use this textbook
to learn the basic concepts required in analysis to be able to
use finite element tools such as ANSYS, IDEAS, and CATIA,
among others. The book is divided into 15 chapters and
provides a unique balance of topics that cover design, 3D
transformation and geometry manipulation, surface creations,
solid modeling, optimization, finite elements, robotics and
robot economics, and CAM implementation. Chapter 1
provides a historical perspective of CAD and discusses virtual
reality as it is used in our current engineering environment
(the latter is a topic that will need to be explored further down
the road). Chapter 2 addresses the different stages in design
and provides concrete examples showing how these steps
can be accomplished. The unique feature of this chapter is
the parametric and variational design concept. In this
textbook I have made an effort to enlighten the students with
the need for these techniques to be taken seriously as they
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might become standard in the near future. The blending of
man and machine is an effective tool when CAD systems are
allowed to participate in the design and manufacturing
process by aiding in the problem formulation, synthesis,
conceptualization, and, of course, analysis. Once the
students have had some exposure to CAD in general,
Chapter 2 could be covered at any part of the course. I urge
the instructors and readers to take the time and go over these
examples and to create their own examples to appreciate the
benefits of these tools. Chapter 3 discusses 2D and 3D
transformations and geometry manipulation, and provides an
in-depth analysis of images in 2D and 3D, and includes
isometric views. Chapter 4 explains the fundamentals
underlying splines, parametric and nonparametric curves, and
Bezier curves and surfaces. A number of examples are
included to assist the students in understanding how the
concepts are implemented. Depending on how advanced the
students are, selected topics can be skipped or simply
assigned as additional material for the class. Chapter 5
introduces the concept of solid modeling and the various
construction techniques and representation schemes in
modeling. The students will apply some of these concepts in
their lab work working with the making of solid models in
CAD. Chapter 6 covers various techniques of optimization
and introduces the students to the basic concepts of how to
formulate an objective function, define the appropriate
constraints, and choose the analytical tools to solve the
problem. This chapter also focuses on popular techniques in
optimization so that senior students and first-year graduate
students will have some familiarity with their use. Chapters 7
through 10 form a unique combination of teaching the finite
element method to our junior and senior students without the
burden of heavy calculus. It is one of the major strengths of
this textbook. If a curriculum is more focused on analysis, all
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chapters can be covered; otherwise, the instructor is given
the choice of covering FEM by selecting the appropriate
topics) for the class. This would include stress analysis, heat
conduction, dynamic analysis, and vibration, or simply
teaching the basic formulation of FEM as described in
Chapter 7. The examples solved in these chapters represent
real applications and will encourage the students to develop a
good appetite for FEM. Computer-aided manufacturing is
introduced in Chapters 11 through 15. I have opted to focus
on key topics of interest to the students such as robotics and
economic impact, group technology, and computer-integrated
manufacturing. These are some of the features that need to
be understood in the integration of CAD and CAM. Principles
of Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturingis written for
junior and senior level students and first-year graduate
students who have had little exposure to computer-aided
design. This textbook assumes that the students have some
experience with programming and understand basic concepts
in CAD found in a freshman course of graphics. This textbook
is suitable for students who have had all their undergraduate
requirements in their major. The latter is an incentive whereby
students will fully appreciate the benefits of design techniques
such as parametric and variational design and develop a
deep understanding of how FEM works and how it is applied
to various engineering applications. I am indebted to the
reviewers for their useful comments and suggestions, which
helped shape the content and focus of this book: Dr. Heana
Costea, California State University at Northridge; Derek M.
Yip-Hoi, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor; and Gregory
Kremer, Ohio State University. I would also like to thank Dr.
M. Ayub, visiting professor in the Civil Engineering
Department at University of Chicago at Illinois, for taking the
time to edit several chapters and provide his insight for the
book and M. Arif, associate professor in the Civil Engineering
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Department at University of Chicago at Illinois, for his
encouragement and support. The comments and suggestions
of the reviewers were instrumental in my final revision and in
selecting additional topics that were missing from the original
proposal. They kindly helped review my original manuscript
and assisted me in looking at their course focus and syllabus
to get a better picture of how the CAD course is taught at
their respective institutions. Finally, I am indebted to all my
students who have assisted me in the preparation of
necessary materials for this book; without their help, this
wouldn't have been possible. In particular, I would like to
thank Carlos Lopez for his efforts on the parametric and
variational designs section of the book. I also like to thank
Francisco Romero, Nagarajan Chandra, Pedro Gonzalez, and
David McNeil for their genuine effort in assisting with some of
the graphics of the book. I would like to thank Nikhil Khulka
and Ivan Zivkovic for being there when I needed them the
most to meet the publisher deadlines and organize the
chapters and figures selected for the book. I also would like to
thank Surya Pratar for helping with indexing of this book.
Finally, let me take this opportunity to thank the editorial staff,
Dorothy Marrero, David George, and Lynda Castillo at
Prentice Hall, for their patience during the course of the
production of the book. I had the pleasure of working closely
with Kevin Bradley at Sunflower Publishing Services, who
oversaw the complete publication of the book. He was kind
and very responsive to all my questions. He worked
intelligently to make sure I was happy with the changes and
the editing of my book. At the end I would like to thank my
family, Ginger, Larby, and Anissa, for their unconditional love
and support and for their understanding in the sacrifices we
make in achieving our objectives. In particular, I would like to
thank my mom and dad for giving me hope, guidance, and
values to treasure for years to come. FARID AMIROUCHE
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The Department of Mechanical & Industrial Engineering
University of Illinois, Chicago
The impact of the technology of Computer-Aided Design and
Manufacturing in automobile engineering, marine engineering
and aerospace engineering has been tremendous. Using
computers in manufacturing is receiving particular
prominence as industries seek to improve product quality,
increase productivity and to reduce inventory costs.
Therefore, the emphasis has been attributed to the subject of
CAD and its integration with CAM. Designed as a textbook for
the undergraduate students of mechanical engineering,
production engineering and industrial engineering, it provides
a description of both the hardware and software of CAD/CAM
systems. The Coverage Includes ? Principles of interactive
computer graphics ? Wireframe, surface and solid modelling ?
Finite element modelling and analysis ? NC part programming
and computer-aided part programming ? Machine vision
systems ? Robot technology and automated guided vehicles
? Flexible manufacturing systems ? Computer integrated
manufacturing ? Artificial intelligence and expert systems ?
Communication systems in manufacturing PEDAGOGICAL
FEATURES ? CNC program examples and APT program
examples ? Review questions at the end of every chapter ? A
comprehensive Glossary ? A Question Bank at the end of the
chapters
Shape interrogation is the process of extraction of information
from a geometric model. It is a fundamental component of
Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM)
systems. This book provides a bridge between the areas
geometric modeling and solid modeling. Apart from the
differential geometry topics covered, the entire book is based
on the unifying concept of recasting all shape interrogation
problems to the solution of a nonlinear system. It provides the
mathematical fundamentals as well as algorithms for various
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shape interrogation methods including nonlinear polynomial
solvers, intersection problems, differential geometry of
intersection curves, distance functions, curve and surface
interrogation, umbilics and lines of curvature, and geodesics.
The book introduces the fundamentals and development of
Computer aided design, Computer aided process planning,
and Computer aided manufacturing. The integration of
CAD/CAPP/CAM, product data management and Concurrent
engineering and collaborative design etc. are also illustrated
in detail, which make this book be an essential reference for
graduate students, scientists and practitioner in the research
fields of computer sciences and engineering.
In the competitive business arena companies must
continually strive to create new and better products faster,
more efficiently, and more cost effectively than their
competitors to gain and keep the competitive advantage.
Computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided engineering
(CAE), and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) are now
the industry standa
Broad coverage of digital product creation, from design to
manufacture and process optimization This book addresses
the need to provide up-to-date coverage of current CAD/CAM
usage and implementation. It covers, in one source, the entire
design-to-manufacture process, reflecting the industry trend
to further integrate CAD and CAM into a single, unified
process. It also updates the computer aided design theory
and methods in modern manufacturing systems and
examines the most advanced computer-aided tools used in
digital manufacturing. Computer Aided Design and
Manufacturing consists of three parts. The first part on
Computer Aided Design (CAD) offers the chapters on
Geometric Modelling; Knowledge Based Engineering;
Platforming Technology; Reverse Engineering; and Motion
Simulation. The second part on Computer Aided
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Manufacturing (CAM) covers Group Technology and Cellular
Manufacturing; Computer Aided Fixture Design; Computer
Aided Manufacturing; Simulation of Manufacturing Processes;
and Computer Aided Design of Tools, Dies and Molds (TDM).
The final part includes the chapters on Digital Manufacturing;
Additive Manufacturing; and Design for Sustainability. The
book is also featured for being uniquely structured to classify
and align engineering disciplines and computer aided
technologies from the perspective of the design needs in
whole product life cycles, utilizing a comprehensive
Solidworks package (add-ins, toolbox, and library) to
showcase the most critical functionalities of modern computer
aided tools, and presenting real-world design projects and
case studies so that readers can gain CAD and CAM problemsolving skills upon the CAD/CAM theory. Computer Aided
Design and Manufacturing is an ideal textbook for
undergraduate and graduate students in mechanical
engineering, manufacturing engineering, and industrial
engineering. It can also be used as a technical reference for
researchers and engineers in mechanical and manufacturing
engineering or computer-aided technologies.
"This book presents basic principles of geometric modelling
while featuring contemporary industrial case
studies"--Provided by publisher.

This compact, up-to-date survey of CAD/CAM
software and hardware presents the principles of
interactive graphics and discusses the essential
elements of computer-aided design and
manufacturing. It contains numerous examples in
both BASIC and FORTRAN languages, which can
be run on the Tektronix 4050 series, IBM PC, Apple
II, TRS-80, and other computer graphics systems.
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The interface between CAD (computer-aided
drawing tools) and CAM (computer-assisted
manufacturing tools) has provided architects with an
entirely new way of working. This book presents
essays and case studies that explore and
demonstrate the current state-of-the-art in CAD/CAM
applications, as well as future trends.
Optimize Designs in Less Time An essential element
of equipment and system design, computer aided
design (CAD) is commonly used to simulate potential
engineering problems in order to help gauge the
magnitude of their effects. Useful for producing 3D
models or drawings with the selection of predefined
objects, Computer Aided Design: A Conceptual
Approach directs readers on how to effectively use
CAD to enhance the process and produce faster
designs with greater accuracy. Learn CAD Quickly
and Efficiently This handy guide provides practical
examples based on different CAD systems, and
incorporates automation, mechanism, and
customization guidelines, as well as other outputs of
CAD in the design process. It explains the
mathematical tools used in related operations and
covers general topics relevant to any CAD program.
Comprised of 12 chapters, this instructional
reference addresses: Automation concepts and
examples Mechanism design concepts Tie reduction
through customization Practical industrial component
and system design Reduce Time by Effectively
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Using CAD Computer Aided Design: A Conceptual
Approach concentrates on concept generation,
functions as a tutorial for learning any CAD software,
and was written with mechanical engineering
professionals and post-graduate engineering
students in mind.
Many books already exist on computer-aided design
and manufacture most of which are dedicated to
describing the complexities of mathematical
modelling and its application to industrial problems.
In the experience of the present authors, however, if
the subject is to be understood within its true,
industrial context it must be taught in relation to the
design process. Thus, while this book discusses
both modelling and industrial applications, it also
tries to provide an insight into design methodology,
system selection and usage, and the social
relationships that exist within design and
manufacturing facilities. The teaching modules which
make up the book are the distillation of material used
by the authors both for undergraduate courses in
CAD at BruneI University, and for seminars given to
industrial users. The modules are not intended to be
used in isolation, but rather to serve as an
introductory survey which will enable students to
grasp the broad outlines of the subject. Most aspects
ofthe course presented here will need to be
supported by further work and reading (see 'Further
Reading'). In the authors' own courses much of the
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geometric and modelling work described in the text
is supported by tutorial activities using the university
department's commercial and research CAD/CAM
systems. These include the ComputervisionCADDS4X and Personal Systems.
Illustrates recently developed fixture design and
verification technology, focusing on their central role
in manufacturing processes. The text uses up-todate computer technology to minimize costs,
increase productivity and assure product quality. It
presents advanced data and analysis that is directly
applicable to development of comprehensive com
In the competitive business arena your organization
must continually strive to create new and better
products faster, more efficiently, and more cost
effectively than your competitors to gain and keep
the competitive advantage. Computer-aided design
(CAD), computer-aided engineering (CAE), and
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) are now the
industry
Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) has revolutionised the process of
designing and manufacturing of machinery and electronic
equipment with precision and efficiency. Computer aided
softwares have led to the creation of products with precise
dimensions and have increased the rate of production. This
book explains the innovative aspects of computer-aided
design and manufacturing with the help of core subjects like
technical and engineering drawings, geometric configuration
for solid modeling, user and system interfaces, etc. With statePage 14/20
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of-the-art inputs by acclaimed experts of this field, this book
targets students and professionals alike.
In this book, the authors examine interactive computer
graphics and its use in design industrial robots, computer
control of manufacturing processes, computer-integrated
production control, automated inspections, and flexible
manufacturing systems. They also discuss the
implementation of turnkey CAD/CAM systems.
Laser-Based Additive Manufacturing (LBAM) technologies,
hailed by some as the "third industrial revolution," can
increase product performance, while reducing time-to-market
and manufacturing costs. This book is a comprehensive look
at new technologies in LBAM of metal parts, covering topics
such as mechanical properties, microstructural features,
thermal behavior and solidification, process parameters,
optimization and control, uncertainty quantification, and more.
The book is aimed at addressing the needs of a diverse crosssection of engineers and professionals.
The automotive industry faces constant pressure to reduce
development costs and time while still increasing vehicle
quality. To meet this challenge, engineers and researchers in
both science and industry are developing effective strategies
and flexible tools by enhancing and further integrating
powerful, computer-aided design technology. This book
provides a valuable overview of the development tools and
methods of today and tomorrow. It is targeted not only
towards professional project and design engineers, but also
to students and to anyone who is interested in state-of-the-art
computer-aided development. The book begins with an
overview of automotive development processes and the
principles of virtual product development. Focusing on
computer-aided design, a comprehensive outline of the
fundamentals of geometry representation provides a deeper
insight into the mathematical techniques used to describe and
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model geometrical elements. The book then explores the link
between the demands of integrated design processes and
efficient data management. Within automotive development,
the management of knowledge and engineering data plays a
crucial role. Some selected representative applications
provide insight into the complex interactions between
computer-aided design, knowledge-based engineering and
data management and highlight some of the important
methods currently emerging in the field.
In the competitive business arena companies must
continually strive to create new and better products faster,
more efficiently, and more cost effectively than their
competitors to gain and keep the competitive advantage.
Computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided engineering
(CAE), and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) are now
the industry standard. These seven volumes give the reader
a comprehensive treatment of the techniques and
applications of CAD, CAE, and CAM.
This dissertation, "Computer-aided Design and Manufacturing
of Tactile Maps" by Chi-fung, Chan, ???, was obtained from
The University of Hong Kong (Pokfulam, Hong Kong) and is
being sold pursuant to Creative Commons: Attribution 3.0
Hong Kong License. The content of this dissertation has not
been altered in any way. We have altered the formatting in
order to facilitate the ease of printing and reading of the
dissertation. All rights not granted by the above license are
retained by the author. Abstract: Abstract of thesis entitled
Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing of Tactile Maps
submitted by Chan Chi Fung for the degree of Master of
Philosophy at The University of Hong Kong in March 2007
Tactile maps are three-dimensional maps that consist of
Braille and protruded symbolic patterns. They are used for
conveying graphical and spatial information to the visually
impaired through the sense of touch. Existing tactile map
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production methods are craft-skill dependent, expensive and
laborious. Moreover, most methods produce paper-based
tactile maps which are not ideal for use in outdoor and high
temperature conditions. This research addresses these
shortcomings and proposes a remedial solution. In this thesis,
contemporary tactile map production methods were reviewed.
The feasibility of using an embossing method for indenting
tactile patterns progressively on copper sheet was studied
and tested. The results of the feasibility study led to the
proposal of using a progressive embossing approach for
reducing the drawbacks of existing tactile map production
methods. The proposed approach employs a computer-aided
drafting (CAD) system for designing tactile maps and a
computer-driven embossing system for indenting tactile
patterns progressively on metal or plastic sheet. The
designed tactile map CAD data is utilized to control the
automatic embossing system to generate the corresponding
tactile patterns. The working principle of the suggested
approach is similar to that of the well-established CAD/CAM
method for performing numerical control machining
operations. A prototype of the proposed system was
designed and built for concept-proofing. Some typical tactile
patterns were produced on copper sheet by using modular
embossing tools. The embossed results were compared with
the CAD data for verifying the effectiveness of the developed
system. Test results demonstrated that the proposed system
is capable of producing metallic or plastic tactile maps with
consistent quality. The produced metallic tactile maps will be
sufficiently durable for repeated use and for higher
temperature applications, such as thermoforming master and
fire-exit maps. It is anticipated that the recommended method
will bring forth significant productivity improvement in the
making of tactile maps, thereby benefiting individuals with
impaired eyesight. Part of the research work and achieved
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results has been reported in international conference
proceedings. (Word counts of the Abstract = 322) DOI:
10.5353/th_b3789572 Subjects: Maps for the blind Maps for
people with visual disabilities CAD/CAM systems
Manufacturing contributes to over 60 % of the gross national
product of the highly industrialized nations of Europe. The
advances in mechanization and automation in manufacturing
of international competitors are seriously challenging the
market position of the European countries in different areas.
Thus it becomes necessary to increase significantly the
productivity of European industry. This has prompted many
governments to support the development of new automation
resources. Good engineers are also needed to develop the
required automation tools and to apply these to
manufacturing. It is the purpose ofthis book to discuss new
research results in manufacturing with engineers who face
the challenge of building tomor row's factories. Early
automation efforts were centered around mechanical gearand-cam technology and hardwired electrical control circuits.
Because of the decreasing life cycle of most new products
and the enormous model diversification, factories cannot be
automated efficiently any more by these conventional
technologies. With the digital computer, its fast calculation
speed and large memory capacity, a new tool was created
which can substantially improve the productivity of
manufactur ing processes. The computer can directly control
production and quality assurance functions and adapt itself
quickly to changing customer orders and new products.
This might be the first book that deals mostly with the 3D
technology computer-aided design (TCAD) simulations of
major state-of-the-art stress- and strain-engineered advanced
semiconductor devices: MOSFETs, BJTs, HBTs, nonclassical
MOS devices, finFETs, silicon-germanium hetero-FETs, solar
cells, power devices, and memory devices. The book focuses
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on how to set up 3D TCAD simulation tools, from mask layout
to process and device simulation, including design for
manufacturing (DFM), and from device modeling to SPICE
parameter extraction. The book also offers an innovative and
new approach to teaching the fundamentals of semiconductor
process and device design using advanced TCAD simulations
of various semiconductor structures. The simulation examples
chosen are from the most popular devices in use today and
provide useful technology and device physics insights. To
extend the role of TCAD in today’s advanced technology era,
process compact modeling and DFM issues have been
included for design–technology interface generation. Unique
in approach, this book provides an integrated view of silicon
technology and beyond—with emphasis on TCAD simulations.
It is the first book to provide a web-based online laboratory for
semiconductor device characterization and SPICE parameter
extraction. It describes not only the manufacturing practice
associated with the technologies used but also the underlying
scientific basis for those technologies. Written from an
engineering standpoint, this book provides the process
design and simulation background needed to understand new
and future technology development, process modeling, and
design of nanoscale transistors. The book also advances the
understanding and knowledge of modern IC design via
TCAD, improves the quality in micro- and nanoelectronics
R&D, and supports the training of semiconductor specialists.
It is intended as a textbook or reference for graduate students
in the field of semiconductor fabrication and as a reference
for engineers involved in VLSI technology development who
have to solve device and process problems. CAD specialists
will also find this book useful since it discusses the
organization of the simulation system, in addition to
presenting many case studies where the user applies TCAD
tools in different situations.
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Fixtures--the component or assembly that holds a part
undergoing machining--must be designed to fit the shape of
that part and the type of machining being done. This book
discusses the fundamentals of Computer-Aided Fixture
Design (CAFD) techniques and covers fixture planning, fixture
design (both modular and dedicated fixtures), fixture design
verifications, and the overall integration with CAD/CAM. The
book shows how CAFD may lead to a significant reduction of
product and process development time and production cost,
and how CAFD can increase quality assurance through
simulation and science-based technical specification and cost
estimation in business quoting, especially in current supplierbased manufacturing. It also provides case study examples.
This book provides a total solution of CAFD, including
planning, design, and design verification Practical and
comprehensive theoretical analysis of fixturing from real
industrial application projects Introduces the integration of
fixture design and analysis with CAD/CAM so that detailed
geometric information can be processed and complex fixture
designs can be designed and analyzed
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